ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to prove some facts about integral means of (d  2 1dz 2 )(log\f(z)Iz])-or equivalently/"//, for/ in a class of starlike mappings of a "singular" nature. In particular it is noted that the Koebe function is not extremal for the Hardy means M p (r,f"/f) for functions in this class.
1. Introduction. Let S denote the class of functions analytic and univalent in the unit disc B> of the complex plane normalized so that/(0) = /'(())-1 = 0, and S* denote the subclass of S for which/(B>) is starlike with respect to the origin; S* is the class of starlike mappings. Iff G S*, then \i(Q) = lim r _+i argf(re l°) exists for each 0 and is an increasing function with /i(#) -6 periodic with period 27r, and /x(0) = \ [^{0 + 0) + /x(# -0)] for each 0\ see [15] , p. 591. Let us call /i the boundary argument function for/.
DEFINITION. A function/ G S* is said to be in the class S$ if there is a closed set E C [0,27r] of Lebesgue measure zero such that [0,2n]-E = \J k (a k , b k ) with [i constant on each (a^ b^).
Members of SQ thus have the property that their boundary argument changes only on a closed set of measure zero. The class SQ contains, for example, rotations of the Koebe function K{z) = z(\ -z)~2 and more generally functions of the form dl" =1 (l -ze l9j Y a \ where {#,} are distinct numbers in [0,2ir) and E/ OCJ -2, a 7 > 0; these functions map the unit disc onto the plane minus n radial slits making angles ITCCJ with the origin. In fact, since the collection of functions of this form is dense in S* in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets, (see [15] , p. 583), it follows that SQ is dense in 5*. In Section 3 of this paper it is shown that S$ contains some bounded functions, and in Section 4 it is shown that functions in SQ are not starlike of order (3 for any (3 > 0.
In this paper we will prove some facts about log\f(z)/z] for functions in this class, in particular we will deal with the growth classes for 
0((l-rr l ).
For the class SQ it is Djf which can most easily be related to fi. We do this in Theorem 1 below indirectly by making reference to the singular inner function associated with /x; in Section 3 the inner function conditions are replaced by conditions in \x itself in three corollaries. Recall that if a is a non decreasing function on [0, lit] with a' = 0 a.e., then S a (z) = expj -So* jtrr z d(r(t)} is called the associated singular inner function, see [6] p. 24 or [11] PROOF. With/ and p as above, we have that / ( z ) = ,exp{i/^log r -i-«/"(,)), see [14] pp. 209-210; from above, we can form 
PROOF. Differentiating both sides of the identity 1 + zD\f(z) = zf'(z)/f(z) with respect to 9 and taking real parts gives

Re[iz z Dif(z) + izDlf(z)] = Re 9 zf'(z) [de f{z)
,2 ^arg/(r e ").
The result follows since D\f G fl P <i # p -• Thus a mean growth condition of this sort on Djf implies one of the same sort on &arg/(re»). [5] to relate growth classes for S^ to conditions on /i itself, and thus obtain corollaries relating Djf to fi directly.
Corollaries. We now use the results in [l]-
We first assume that /i is continuous. An example of/ G SQ with \i continuous is given in [12] , Section 5, where fi is the Lebesgue function of the standard Cantor set on [0,2ir] normalized so that II(2TT) -/i(0) = 2TT; similar examples will occur in Corollary 1. Note that this function has an image which contains no angular sectors with vertex at the origin and positive angular spread ( [15] , p. 591). Also, this function is shown to be bounded in [12] .
For arbitrary fi continuous we have the standard modulus of continuity uj^{t) = sup| JC _ >7 | <:r |/X(JC) -fi(y)\; since /x is continuous, u;^(t) -> 0 as t -• 0, and since \x is singular, u^fjO/t -• oo as t -> 0 ([1], where S'^ G FF for all/? < -^ ( [3] , Theorem 4 can be used to see this last statement). Now define f a (z) = zexp{^ jgMog^ dfjL a (t)}; then/ G 5J with/; G ff> for all P < jE% by Theorem 1 ; it is easy to see that ii a is the boundary argument function for f a . We are done.
• COMMENTS. 1) The corollary says that in some sense the more smoothly the set of arguments of/ is distributed, the worse the behavior of Djf.
2) This shows the existence of/ G 5* for which/ £ C 2 = {/ : /" G n p <i/2^} £ a<oo^.
3) Given any subclass of S, a problem of considerable interest has been to find extremal functions for integral means for functions/ in the class, as well as for/ (w) and • The corollary may be viewed as saying that the faster the lengths of intervals of constant boundary argument for/ go to zero, the better the behavior of Djf.
Finally, we turn to boundary argument functions fi which are essentially step functions: assume that 0 < a\ < b\ = ai < bi = «3 < h = • • • < 2TT and that \i has a jump of 7rAfc at a k , where A^ > 0. Thus the measure dji is purely atomic with weights 7rAjt at dk\ let us call such an argument function purely atomic also. Recall that if/ G SQ has purely atomic boundary argument function, then the image of/ contains a maximal sector of angle 7r\ k for each k [actually, the existence of such a sector of argument nX k is an equivalent condition for having a jump nX k in //] (see [15] , p. 591). We also must have £* X k -2. PROOF. This follows from [4] , see also [1] p. 346.
• This corollary may be viewed as saying that if the wedge arguments in the image of / go to zero "faster than 1/fc 2 ", then the behavior of Djf is the best possible over the class SQ. It is perhaps interesting in this regard that ( [14] p. 211 ) if a is the largest wedge argument, then Moo(r,/) > C(l -r)~a for 0 < r < 1, so the smaller the wedge the tamer the maximum modulus is allowed to be.
We conclude this section by noting that in [1] are other results stating conditions on E such that 5^ G H p for some/? < 1/2, these relate to the "type" of E defined by p(e) = Lebesgue measure of {6 : \0-E\ < e} and to functions related to uj^t), see pp. 344-345. These conditions can then be related to/ G SQ as we have done in the corollaries.
4. The rate of change of the argument function. In this final section we move from considerations of the quantity Djf to ^ arg/(re l°) . For any starlike function/ with
